
The Italian Renaissance 
 

I. Background 
    A. Renaissance means “Rebirth” � began in Italy in the 1300’s and spread North 
    B. Europeans Ravaged by Plague & War 
    C. New attitude: people want to enjoy life (?) 
 1. Questioning the Church’s position on…endure suffering to receive heavenly reward 
 2. Questioning the structures of medieval society which block social advancement 
    D. Educated people reject medieval values and look to the classical past for ideas 
 
II. Italy’s Advantages…why Italy? 
    A. Northern Europe locked in war (100 Years war) 
    B. Italy had three distinct advantages: 
 1. Thriving Cities 
      a. Crusades spurred new trade growth 
      b. Northern Italy already had large towns while most of Europe was still mostly rural 
      c. “Since cities are often places where people exchange new ideas, they were an ideal 
  breeding ground for an intellectual revolution.” 
      d. Bubonic plague hits hard � “This brought economic changes” � Because there 
  were fewer laborers, survivors could demand higher wages. Hmmm?? 
      e. Reduced population could demand higher wages � wealthy merchants began to 
  pursue other interests, such as art. 
 2. Wealthy Merchant class 
      a. Milan, Florence, “and other Italian city -states” ran their own affairs—sovereign: 
  collect taxes, have standing armies. 
      b. “Because city-states were relatively small, a high percentage of citizens could be  
  intensely involved in political life.” 
      c. Merchants = wealthiest, most powerful class 
      d. Merchants attain social position through merit � begin demanding more political 
  power. 
      e. Florence: de Medici family � gains control of Florence govt.; major patronage of the 
  arts 
 3. Greco-Roman culture (in their “backyards”) 
      a. Artists draw inspiration from the ruins all around them 
      b. 1300’s: scholars study ancient Latin manuscripts 
      c. 1453: when Constantinople falls, Greek manuscripts are carried off by scholars  
  fleeing the city (which some had been thought lost forever) 
 
III. Classical Worldly Values 
    A. Classics Lead to Humanism 
 1. “Humanism focused on human potential and achievements.” 
 2. Scholars stop trying to reconcile classical texts with scripture and study them for the 
      insights they reveal (Ancient Greek values…) 
 3. Humanists influence artists and architects to carry on classical traditions 
 4. Humanists popularize subjects common to the classical tradition 
  � Humanities”: history, literature and philosophy 
 
 
 



    B. Enjoyment of Worldly Pleasures 
 1. Medieval scene: religionists prove piety through wearing rough clothing, eating plain 
     foods, etc (and also the “flagellants”) 
 2. Humanists suggest that people might enjoy life without offending God 
 3. While Catholicism still dominates, there is a shift to the “here and  now”  
  � secular / worldly. 
 4. Lavish mansions, fine foods, luxuries, big parties… 
    C. Patrons of the Arts ���� Renaissance era Popes + Renaissance era Merchants 
    D. The Renaissance Man 
 1. Artistic genius 
 2. Genius is rare: but all truly educated people expected to generate art 
 3. The Ideal Individual “strove to master almost every area” 
    E. The Renaissance Woman 
 1. Renaissance women were better educated than their Medieval forerunners, but had 
     less influence. Why?? 
 
IV. Renaissance Revolutionizes Art 
� Subjects still taken from religious themes, but with new realistic style copied from Greek and 
 Roman 
� New emphasis on human subjects: everyday, ordinary subjects. Portraiture. 
    A. New Techniques 
 1. Donatello…David …first large free-standing nude in Europe since ancient times … 
  glorification of the human form. 
 2. Masacio: “rediscovers” perspective. 
    B. Leonardo da Vinci, Renaissance Man ���� how things work / studies everything /  
        copious notebooks 
    C. Raphael Advances Realism���� learns by studying Leonardo and Michelangelo 
 
V. Renaissance Writers change Literature 
    A. Dante 
 1. vernacular Italian instead of Latin. 
 2. write for self-expression or to portray the individuality of their subjects. 
    B. Petrarch and Boccaccio 
 1. Petrarch is one of the earliest and most influential � Poetry 
 2. Bocaccio: Decameron – “off-color” sarcasm written through point of view of friends 
     waiting in a villa trying to avoid the plague. 
    C. Machiavelli 
 1. The Prince. (1513): examination of human imperfection and a guidebook for politics. 
 2. How a ruler can gain and keep power in spite of enemies. 
 3. Not concerned with what was morally right but what was politically effective. 


